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Abstract
The amount of training data has a crucial effect on the accuracy
of HMM based meeting recognition systems. One of the largest
collections of speech data is conversational telephone speech
which was found to match speech in meetings well. However
it is naturally recorded with limited bandwidth. In previous
work we presented a scheme that allows to transform wide-band
meeting data into the same space for improved model training.
In this paper we focused on integration of discriminative adap-
tation into this scheme. This integration is not straightforward
and we present the complexity of this process. The models are
tested on the NIST RT’05 meeting evaluation where a relative
reduction in word error rate of 5.6% against non-adapted meet-
ing system was achieved.
Index Terms: Speech recognition, Discriminative training,
LVCSR, Model adaptation, CMLLR

1. Introduction
The amount of training data has a crucial effect on the accu-
racy of HMM based meeting recognition systems but data in the
meeting domain is still sparse and hence a common approach
is to utilize other corpora for acoustic model training. One
possibility to improve the system performance is to perform
adaptation of models trained on considerably larger amounts
of data. Typical domains with such large amounts of recorded
material are broadcast news (BN) or conversational telephone
speech (CTS). Depending on the domain difference one would
try to adapt to either different recording environments or differ-
ent speech type. CTS [1] is a good candidate for such adapta-
tion – the typical speaking style matches that in meetings, but
due to the telephone channel it is recorded with narrow band-
width (NB, sampling frequency 8 kHz). Therefore an adapta-
tion to meeting domain is not trivial, as the standard bandwidth
for meeting recordings is 16 kHz (wide-band, WB).

The intuitive way to circumvent this problem is to down-
sample meeting data to NB and then adapt CTS models in that
domain. This is however suboptimal as the upper band (4-8
kHz) was found to contain useful information[2]. The solu-
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tion of this problem is to adapt CTS models to WB data us-
ing global Constrained Maximum Likelihood Linear Regres-
sion (CMLLR) [3] , which can be equivalently interpreted as
feature space transformation performing a WB→NB conver-
sion. With this approach, even though naturally the upper band
information cannot be recovered for CTS data, we can still make
use of the richer information in actual target domain record-
ings. This was already applied to meeting data in our previous
work [4].

Once the WB features are rotated into the joint domain, it is
possible to use any adaptation technique to adapt the CTS mod-
els into the transformed WB data. We used MAP adaptation [5].
In our implementation, it is applied iteratively, so output HMMs
from previous iteration are taken as a prior for the current i ter-
ation [2]. This approach allows to give better state alignment
and smoother convergence. There is however, a risk of over-
training, so the optimal adaptation control value has to be set
higher than in standard MAP, and the number of iterations used
also controls the adaptation process performance.

The basic idea of this process is showed in the figure 1. Up-
per branch shows traditional downsampling and lower branch
presents our approach.

MAP adaptation NB−NB Adapted HMMsDownsampling

Meeting WB data

MAP adaptation WB−NB Adapted HMMsCMLLR Adaptation
global (WB−NB)

Well trained NB CTS HMMs

Figure 1: Downsampled and WB→NB adapted system.

An alternative to CMLLR is a multiple MLLR transforms
governed by regression class trees. We experimented also with
this type of adaptation: similar results can be obtained, however
integration of MLLR with advanced techniques such as HLDA,
SAT, . . . is infeasible because MLLR adaptation does not have a
feature domain interpretation such as CMLLR.

In the following sections, implementation details on HLDA
and SAT will be presented. Next, the paper will discuss train-
ing with focus on finding optimal CTS prior for discriminative
adaptation.

2. WB→NB transform in HLDA estimation
Heteroscedastic Linear Discriminant Analysis (HLDA)[6],
which is also in common use in speech recognition systems,
provides a linear transformation that can de-correlate features
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and reduce the dimensionality while preserving the discrimina-
tive power of the features.

The computation of the HLDA matrix requires to collect
full-covariance statistics assigned to particular class. In our
work, the classes are given by Gaussian mixture components.

In the WB→NB adapted systems, the HLDA can be taken
from CTS prior models. But taking only CTS data would
limit discrimination power on meeting data. Thus it is im-
portant to make use of the meeting data for estimation of the
HLDA matrix as well. Therefore full covariance estimates
from both sets are collected and combined in a MAP-style
adaptation of the statistics. The CTS full-covariance statis-
tics (Σ(m)

(CTS),μ
(m)
(CTS), γ

(m)
(CTS)) are considered as priors and the

WB→NB transformed WB statistics (Σ̂
(m)

(WB), μ̂
(m)
(WB), γ̂

(m)
(WB))

are taken for the adaptation. More details can be found in [4].

3. WB→NB transform in Speaker Adaptive
Training

Speaker adaptive training (SAT) is a technique used to suppress
cross-speaker variance [7]. The implementation in [3], used for
this work, requires estimation of a set of CMLLR transforms to
adapt speaker dependent training data to a global model. These
transforms are then used during main model training.

Due to the feature space interpretation of CMLLR an imple-
mentation of WB→NB transforms incorporated in SAT training
is a straightforward procedure. The model training is replaced
by adaptation of so-called prior model with an application of
a set of transforms. The whole procedure can be described as
follows:
1. Choose CTS HLDA prior model.
2. Rotate the WB data by WB→NB CMLLR transform and
project those into the MAP-HLDA space.
3. Use the prior to estimate SAT CMLLR transforms for each
speaker in the training data ô(t).
4. Take the prior and run iterative MAP using the rotated data
transformed by the respective SAT CMLLR transform.
5. Estimate a new set of SAT CMLLR transforms using the fi-
nal models and go to step 4.

This process can be repeated iteratively until performance starts
to degrade. In our experiments no improvement was noticed
after the second iteration.

4. Discriminative training of WB→NB
adapted system

The discriminative approaches are getting widely used in train-
ing of acoustic models for state-of-the-art recognition systems.
We decided to improve our system by using discriminative
MAP adaptation. Several discriminative criteria are available
but usually best performance is achieved by using the Minimum
Phone Error (MPE) criterion. MPE-MAP adaptation introduced
in [8] is iterative process, where each iteration consists of two
steps: First, a given prior model is adapted using standard (ML-
)MAP adaptation. However, the resulting model is used only
as a prior for the following MPE update, where the parameters
of the current model are shifted to make compromise between
improving MPE objective function and obeying the prior distri-
bution. Therefore, we need to distinguish two models that serve
as the input for MPE-MAP adaptation: the (fixed) prior model
and the starting point model, which is to be iteratively updated.
It is usual practice to set the starting point to be equal to the

Data set Size [h]
ctstrain03 278
ctstrain07sub 1000
ctstrain07 2000

Data set Size [h]
ihmtrain05 112
ihmtrain07 183

Table 1: Used corpora and amounts of data.

prior. However, the problem for the practical implementation
of WB→NB system lies in quite significant difference between
the CTS prior models and WB→NB rotated adaptation data.
Therefore, we first adapt CTS prior to rotated adaptation data
using iterative ML-MAP 1 to obtain good starting point, which
is further iteratively adapted using MPE-MAP (still with CTS
model fixed as the prior). Although, each MPE-MAP iteration
also contains single iteration of ML-MAP adaptation, perform-
ing the iterative ML-MAP prior to starting the discriminative
adaptation turned out to be essential for successful use of MPE-
MAP.

5. Experimental Setup
5.1. Data

CTS models were trained on two data sets. The AMIDA ct-
strain03 set is based on the h5train03 training set defined at
Cambridge University. It consists of Switchboard1, Switch-
board2 and Call Home English data. Sentences containing
words, which do not occur in the training dictionary were re-
moved. The total amount of CTS training data was 278 hours.

The ctstrain03 set was further extended by data from the
Fisher 1 and 2 corpora. The resulting ctstrain07 data set was
comprised of 2000 hours of data. Previous work on training sys-
tem from large databases [9] showed no yield over 1000 hours
using ML training but the discriminative training techniques
were still improving system performance significantly. There-
fore, a smaller ctstrain07sub set containing 1000h was also de-
fined with the requirements of complete speaker coverage and
similar distribution to the full set.

Meeting training data has also consisted of two parts. The
ihmtrain05 set (IHM stands for independent head-set micro-
phone) was defined for AMI RT05 Rich Transcription sys-
tem [10]. It contained 112h of close talk speech from ICSI (73
hours), NIST (13 hours), ISL (10 hours) and AMI (16 hours)
corpora.

With release of the full AMI corpus2, the amount of avail-
able meeting data increased. Extension of the ihmtrain05 set
with the AMI corpus and new recordings from NIST resulted in
the ihmtrain07 set with a total amount of 183 hours.

2 hours of NIST RT05 IHM data were taken for testing.
The speech/non-speech segmentation was taken from NIST ref-
erences and results were obtained by acoustic rescoring of lat-
tices from AMI NIST 2005 Rich Transcription system [10]. All
results will be presented as word error rates (WER).

5.2. System description

The speech recognition system is based on HMM cross-word
tied-states triphones. MF-PLP features were generated using
the HTK implementation, with a total number of 13 coeffi-
cients. Deltas, double-deltas and in the HLDA system, also
triple-deltas were added, so that the feature vector had 39 and
52 dimensions respectively. Cepstral mean and variance nor-

1In contrary to iterative MAP described in section 1 the prior does
not change over the iterations and stay fixed to CTS model

2Information on AMI corpus is available at
http://corpus.amiproject.org
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WB→NB CMLLR
CTS03→ihm05 CTS07sub→ihm07

CTS03 52d 36.3 -
CTS07sub 52d 35.4 34.0

Table 2: CTS 52d models: Effect of WB→NB CMLLR and
training data size. Tested by acoustic rescoring of rt05 lattices.

Train set ctstrain03 ctstrain07sub ctstrain07
CTS SAT ML 31.3 29.6 29.6
CTS SAT MPE 28.0 26.4 25.9

Table 3: CTS system: Dependency of WER on training data
size obtained by acoustic rescoring of eval01 lattices. Systems
were adapted to the test speakers in all cases.

malization was applied with the mean and variance vectors es-
timated on each meeting channel. HLDA was estimated with
Gaussian components as classes and the dimensionality was re-
duced to 39. VTLN warping factors were applied by adjusting
the centres of the Mel-filterbanks.

6. CTS system development
Due to smaller set size the main development was investigated
with adaptation of ctstrain03 models to ihmtrain05 data. When
the optimal configuration was found, ctstrain07 models were
adapted on ihmtrain07 data.

Ctstrain03 models were trained from scratch using mixture-
up training. The final models contained ≈7600 tied states and
16 Gaussian mixtures per state. Ctstrain07sub models were
bootstrapped from ctstrain03 models, decision tree clustering
produced ≈10000 tied-states and mixture-up training produced
20 Gaussian components per state.

These models were retrained using single pass retraining
in 52 dimensional space and WB→NBcts07sub→ihm07 global
CMLLR transform was estimated. Table 2 shows improvement
given by more data for CTS training and WB→NB transform.
The results were generated by direct decoding of meeting data
using just CTS models and WB→NB transform, therefore no
parameters were re-estimated.

The HLDA transform matrix was estimated with respect to
further adaptation to the meeting domain. Full covariance statis-
tics were collected for both data sets and merged using MAP
criteria (see section 2). The model parameters were projected
into the new space and further trained using SAT. Next, the fi-
nal SAT models were trained discriminatively using the MPE
criterion on the full 2000h training set.

Table 3 shows the effect of amount of training data. As ex-
pected ML training on 1000 hours does not give any improve-
ment over that on 2000h (note that the decision trees were not
re-done for the larger set though). MPE training using 2000h
shows a substantial gain of 3.7% absolutely against ML and
0.5% compared to 1000h MPE models. All model sets makes
use MAP-HLDA. As these are SAT models speaker based adap-
tation was applied in all test cases.

7. Adapting CTS models to meeting data
In this section, the experiments are described where CTS mod-
els are adapted to WB→NB rotated meeting data. As imple-
mentation follows the description in section 3, all the models
described in this section make use of MAP-HLDA and SAT.

System Adaptation WER
IHM05 WB SAT CMLLRSAT 27.5
IHM05 NB SAT CMLLRSAT 28.8
CTS03 NB-NB SAT CMLLR, CMLLRSAT 27.9
CTS03 WB-NB SAT CMLLRWB→NB , CMLLRSAT 26.5

Table 4: Results of HLDA SAT systems.

Prior Starting point Adaptation WER [%]
CTS03 MPE CTS03 MPE MPE-MAP 27.2
CTS03 MPE - ML-MAP 27.0
CTS03 MPE CTS ML-MAP MPE-MAP 25.6

Table 5: MPE-MAP: Effect of selecting different prior and start-
ing point models.

7.1. Adaptation in the NB domain by down-sampling

To see a comparison of the proposed approach and traditional
downsampling, meeting data was downsampled and CTS mod-
els were adapted into this domain using equivalent schemes to
those WB→NB system training. We will refer to this system as
to CTS03 NB→NB.

Table 4 presents the various SAT systems. The first two
lines show results obtained with systems trained only on WB
and downsampled NB meeting data (no CTS prior). A 1.3%
loss of accuracy is caused by downsampling the data. The
best performance, 26.5% WER absolute, was generated by the
adapted CTS03 WB→NB SAT system which is a 3.3% relative
improvement over the non-adapted IHM05 WB SAT system and
4.6% relative improvement over CTS03 NB-NB adapted sys-
tem.

8. Discriminative training of WB→NB
adapted system

8.1. Discriminative adaptation of WB→NB HLDA system
For simplicity, a first experiment with the discriminatively
adapted models will start with do not make use of SAT, just
MAP-HLDA. It is important for MPE-MAP adaptation to have
a relevant prior information about the target domain distribu-
tions. Consequently, the CTS MAP-HLDA models described
in previous sections were further trained using MPE to get a
better prior model. In section 4, we also mentioned the impor-
tance of having proper model that serves as a starting point for
MAP-MPE. Therefore, experiments were conducted exploring
the influence of the starting point and the adaptation approach.

Firstly, we compared ML-MAP and MPE-MAP using
CTS MPE prior and different starting point models.

In Table 5 we can see that MPE-MAP using the CTS MPE
starting point does not give any improvement, but instead even
0.2% degradation of accuracy. This is most likely due to starting
point models being too far from the target data. Consequently,
we decided to use iteratively ML-MAP adapted models as the
starting point for MPE-MAP adaptation. This approach yielded
1.6% absolute improvement compared to the results with using
the CTS MPE models .

8.2. Discriminative adaptation of the WB→NBHLDA SAT
system

For these experiments the CTS03 SAT MPE model from sec-
tion 6 was used as prior for discriminative adaptation. When
processing the meeting data, SAT transforms were estimated
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Figure 2: Adaptation scheme of MPE-MAP adaptation into the
WB→NB features.

Prior Starting point Adaptation WER[%]
CTS03 SAT MPE - ML-MAP 25.7
- CTS ML-MAP MPE 24.2
CTS ML-MAP CTS ML-MAP MPE-MAP 24.1
CTS03 SAT MPE CTS ML-MAP MPE-MAP 23.9

Table 6: MPE-MAP in the SAT: Effect of selecting the prior
and starting point models.

based on the CTS03 WB-NB resulting models from section 7.1.
The transforms remained fixed for further processing.

Using an equivalent setup as that in section 8.1, the
CTS03 SAT MPE models were adapted in the WB→NB ro-
tated domain using iterative ML-MAP with application of the
above SAT transforms. These models, further shortly referred
to as CTS ML-MAP, are used as the starting point for the final
MPE-MAP adaptation (see the scheme in figure 2).

To investigate the effect of the CTS prior, the
CTS MPE WB→NB SAT ML-MAP models were fur-
ther trained using just MPE. Table 6 shows that a 1.5% absolute
improvement is obtained by MPE training of ML-MAP adapted
models. Incorporation of the CTS prior gives an additional
0.3% improvement. When using the CTS ML-MAP models as
the prior and starting point no significant gain was observed.

The final models were successfully used in the AMI
LVCSR system for NIST 2007 Rich Transcription evaluation.

9. Final WB→NB adapted system
All experiments to adapt a CTS07 MPE SAT models into the
WB→NB rotated domain used the same algorithm as described
above.

First, an unadapted baseline system was trained just on the
new meeting data (ihmtrain07) which yielded 1.7% absolute
improvement in ML training over the ihmtrain05 system and
more than 1% when using MPE (see Table 7).

To capitalize on these gains the CTS07 MPE SAT models
were adapted in the WB→NB rotated domain according to the
scheme in section 8.2. Therefore, first, MPE starting point mod-
els were trained using ML-MAP and MPE-MAP adaptation fol-
lowed.

Table 8 shows a 1.8% absolute gain due to adding training
data and 1.3% improvement by adaptation from CTS.

Data ihmtrain05 ihmtrain07
ML SAT 27.5 25.8
MPE SAT 24.5 23.4

Table 7: Unadapted meeting systems: Dependency of WER on
the train data size.

Adaptation CTS03→ihmtrain05 CTS07→ihmtrain07
CTS SAT prior

ML-MAP 26.5 25.1
CTS SAT MPE prior

ML-MAP 25.7 23.8
MPE-MAP 23.9 22.1

Table 8: WB → NB: Effect of training data and adaptation ap-
proach.

10. Conclusion
We successfully implemented an adaptation technique where
WB data is transformed to the NB domain by CMLLR feature
transform. Here, the well trained CTS models are taken as prior
for adaptation. A solution on how to apply this transform for
HLDA and SAT systems was given using maximum likelihood
where a 4.6% relative improvement against adaptation in the
downsampled domain was obtained. Next, ML-MAP was re-
placed by the discriminative MPE-MAP scheme, where a 2.4%
relative improvement over the non-adapted meeting system was
shown.

The Fisher corpora were included for improving of the CTS
prior model and also some new meeting data resources. In the
final MPE-MAP implementation, we obtained a 5.6% relative
improvement over non-adapted meeting system.
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